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staying ahead idioms by the free dictionary stay ahead synonyms 203 words and phrases for stay ahead stay ahead in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for stay ahead what is
another word for stay ahead wordhippo 28 words and phrases for staying ahead power thesaurus to stay ahead english examples in context ludwig staying ahead of the game get
ahead stay ahead saotg ahead adverb definition pictures pronunciation and usage ahead definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary ahead 26 synonyms and antonyms
cambridge english ahead english meaning cambridge dictionary ahead definition and meaning collins english dictionary starting ahead staying ahead anita zucker center us aims to
stay ahead of china in using ai to fly fighter sterling on track for weekly gain ahead of uk inflation data synonyms for staying ahead of power thesaurus a guide to buying tokyo
disneyland tickets travels with erica democrats hold leads in 4 crucial races that could decide



staying ahead idioms by the free dictionary Apr 17 2024 1 to remain in front of something especially when moving the horse managed to stay ahead of the others our friends in the
other car were following us so we stayed ahead for the whole trip 2 to complete all or more than is required of some task in order to be prepared to face more work i try to stay
ahead of my work
stay ahead synonyms 203 words and phrases for stay ahead Mar 16 2024 stay ahead synonyms 203 words and phrases for stay ahead 203 other terms for stay ahead words and
phrases with similar meaning synonyms antonyms definitions sentences thesaurus words phrases idioms verbs ahead front lead suggest new another way to say stay ahead
synonyms for stay ahead other words and phrases for stay ahead
stay ahead in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for stay ahead Feb 15 2024 stay ahead in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for stay ahead synonyms similar meaning view all be
ahead beat precede anticipate overtake outdistance outride give the dust outpace be in advance leave in the dust outrun take the lead in be in the lead make rings round remain in
front ride the fore horse assume the lead in
what is another word for stay ahead wordhippo Jan 14 2024 verb to maintain a position of superiority or advantage over others excel outdo outperform outshine outsmart
outwit remain ahead stay in the lead in order to stay ahead in the competitive market the company regularly introduces innovative products and monitors industry trends closely
find more words nearby words
28 words and phrases for staying ahead power thesaurus Dec 13 2023 staying ahead synonyms 28 words and phrases for staying ahead synonymsfor staying ahead 28 other terms
for staying ahead words and phrases with similar meaning lists synonyms antonyms definitions sentences thesaurus suggest new not falling behind not lagging behind keeping
abreast keeping in line keeping in step keeping in sync
to stay ahead english examples in context ludwig Nov 12 2023 1 the economist manufacturing change flows quickly to stay ahead of legislative change 2 the new york times we
are working very hard to stay ahead 3 independent we need to stay ahead of the curve 4 the new york times sports it is difficult to stay ahead of the scrubbing bubbles 5 the new
yorker
staying ahead of the game get ahead stay ahead saotg Oct 11 2023 get ahead stay ahead premier academic coaching tutoring we focus on executive functioning skills to help
students succeed in school life read our story student success story how emily got ahead
ahead adverb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 10 2023 əˈhed for the special uses of ahead in phrasal verbs look at the entries for the verbs for example press
ahead with something is in the phrasal verb section at press further forward in space or time in front i ll run ahead and warn them the road ahead was blocked we ve got a lot of
hard work ahead
ahead definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary Aug 09 2023 b1 in the future she has a difficult time ahead of her ahead adjective adverb more points b2 having more
points than someone else in a competition barcelona was ahead after ten minutes ahead adjective adverb more progress making more progress than someone or something else sue
is ahead of everyone else in french go ahead informal b2
ahead 26 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jul 08 2023 in advance you should prepare your ingredients in advance ahead of time mainly us try to arrive at the airport
ahead of time to minimize the possibility of delays antonym and example afterward us right now i need to cook dinner but i ll get to the laundry afterward go to the thesaurus article
about these synonyms and antonyms of ahead
ahead english meaning cambridge dictionary Jun 07 2023 b1 in front the road ahead is very busy straight ahead turn left at the traffic lights and you ll see the hospital straight
ahead b2 having more points votes etc than someone else in a competition election etc barcelona was ahead after ten minutes c2 making more progress than someone else
ahead definition and meaning collins english dictionary May 06 2023 definition of ahead word frequency ahead adverb uses əhed in addition to the uses shown below ahead is used
in phrasal verbs such as get ahead go ahead and press ahead 1 adverb adverb after verb noun adverb something that is ahead is in front of you if you look ahead you look directly in
front of you
starting ahead staying ahead anita zucker center Apr 05 2023 starting ahead staying ahead anita zucker center feb 20 2017 uncategorized giving children a strong start in
their first five years doesn t just help children and their families the benefits of their success radiate throughout their communities as do the consequences when they struggle
us aims to stay ahead of china in using ai to fly fighter Mar 04 2023 the united states is competing to stay ahead of china on ai and its use in weapon systems the focus on ai has
generated public concern that future wars will be fought by machines that select and strike targets without direct human intervention officials say this will never happen at least not
on the u s side



sterling on track for weekly gain ahead of uk inflation data Feb 03 2023 the pound edged down 0 1 on the day to 1 2656 but was on track for a weekly gain of 1 against the euro it
gained 0 1 to 85 70 pence data this week showed that british wages grew by more
synonyms for staying ahead of power thesaurus Jan 02 2023 keeping up with leading the way maintaining a competitive edge outmaneuvering outpacing outperforming
outsmarting outthinking outwitting predicting preempting proactively addressing staying ahead in the race staying in front of surpassing another way to say staying ahead of
a guide to buying tokyo disneyland tickets travels with erica Dec 01 2022 age breakdown there are 4 different age categories at tokyo disney resort child ages 4 11 junior ages 12
17 adult ages 18 64 senior ages 65 you ll want to make sure you re purchasing the proper ticket so you re getting the best deal on ticket prices the child junior and senior tickets
cost less than an adult ticket
democrats hold leads in 4 crucial races that could decide Oct 31 2022 new battleground state polls by the new york times siena college and the philadelphia inquirer show
democrats ahead in arizona nevada pennsylvania and wisconsin and running well ahead of the
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